ABSTRACT Hydration free energy (HFE) calculations are often used to assess the performance of biomolecular force fields and the quality of assigned parameters. The AMOEBA polarizable force field moves beyond traditional pairwise additive models of electrostatics and may be expected to improve upon predictions of thermodynamic quantities such as HFEs over and above fixed-point-charge models. The recent SAMPL4 challenge evaluated the AMOEBA polarizable force field in this regard, but showed substantially worse results than those using the fixed-point-charge GAFF model. Starting with a set of automatically generated AMOEBA parameters for the SAMPL4 dataset, we evaluate the cumulative effects of a series of incremental improvements in parameterization protocol, including both solute and solvent model 1 changes. Ultimately the optimized AMOEBA parameters give a set of results that are not statistically significantly different from those of GAFF in terms of signed and unsigned error metrics. This allows us to propose a number of guidelines for new molecule parameter derivation with AMOEBA, which we expect to have benefits for a range of biomolecular simulation applications such as protein-ligand binding studies.
Introduction
Hydration free energy (HFE) calculations have long been used as a tool for validating the accuracy of molecular mechanical force fields and comparing performance between different theoretical approaches. [1] [2] [3] [4] The widespread use of hydration free energies in force field development can be primarily rationalized with two main arguments: first, the speed of equilibration and sampling for small water-solute systems allows HFEs to be rapidly estimated with high precision and used as fair comparisons between methodologies, and second, accurate HFE predictions have a direct relevance to the correct prediction of other experimental metrics such as protein-ligand binding free energies. 2, 5, 6 Despite the utility of HFE data for computational method development, the majority of solutes for which experimental data exist are small, fragment-like compounds that may have little relevance to the larger drug-like molecules of interest in many biomolecular simulations. [7] [8] [9] Validating force field transferability with HFE estimates ideally requires a broad evaluation of performance across a range of chemical functionalities and sizes. Since 2008, the community-wide statistical assessment of modeling of proteins and ligands (SAMPL) challenges have included a HFE blind challenge set incorporating rare or previously unpublished experimental data for an ever increasing variety of chemical compounds. 2, [10] [11] [12] [13] The 2013 challenge, SAMPL4, saw 49 submissions from 19 groups worldwide. 14 Although current and future challenges may move beyond simple free energy calculations towards derived properties such as distribution coefficients, 15 large datasets of experimental and computational HFE results from SAMPL and other sources remain a valuable resource for any researchers' future force field validation attempts. 9 A significant challenge facing any molecular mechanical force field is in ensuring its transferability to systems beyond those for which it has been explicitly parameterized. There remains a great deal of interest in the development and application of polarizable force fields in this regard. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] By incorporating an explicit representation of polarization into the underlying energy function, polarizable force fields are able to inherently respond to environmental changes dynamically during simulations, in addition to better capturing subtleties in molecular
interactions. This response to environment changes should enhance the transferability and accuracy of such force fields and reduce the need for empirical reparameterization compared to traditional pairwise additive models. HFE calculations have repeatedly been used as a challenge in the development of a variety of polarizable force fields, often showing good agreement with experiment for small organic molecules. [21] [22] [23] Owing to their relative novelty, advanced polarizable models have not been widely adopted despite showing considerable improvements over fixed-point-charge models in many areas. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] The AMOEBA polarizable force field has seen extensive development in recent years, including broader parameterization, 31, 32 algorithmic improvements [33] [34] [35] and extension to new hardware. 36, 37 It has also seen efforts to broaden its applicability to new systems with automated parameterization protocols. 38 However, while AMOEBA performance during the SAMPL4 HFE challenge was fair, 14, 39 it was substantially outperformed by the fixed-charge GAFF/AM1-BCC model. Similar AMOEBA performance was seen in the SAMPL4 host-guest binding challenge. 40 The SAMPL challenges are performed blind, with submitting groups having no a priori knowledge of the 'correct' experimental results. As such, no effort is made to optimize the agreement of any particular method with experiment during the period of the challenge, for example through reparameterization. This likely benefits the more established, mature and broadly tested methodologies, as suggested by the extremely successful performance of the GAFF model. 14 In this study we wish to re-evaluate AMOEBA performance on the SAMPL4 dataset, using the findings of previous HFE studies to carry out a series of incremental improvements to parameterization. This allows us to identify ways of optimizing a set of small molecule AMOEBA parameters within the confines of the existing AMOEBA potential, providing useful guidelines for the setup of, for example, protein-ligand simulations.
AMOEBA potential
The AMOEBA potential 21, 31, 41, 42 primarily differs from that of GAFF and other pairwise additive models in its treatment of electrostatic interactions. The AMOEBA potential for electrostatic interactions consists of two parts, corresponding to permanent and induced interactions:
The first term, incorporates fixed atomic multipole (up to quadrupole) interactions with an exclusion list applied to atoms that share a bond or angle, and scaling applied to 1-4 and 1-5
interactions. Induction ( ) is included via a Thole damped induced dipole model, 43 whereby at each polarizable site the electric field created by permanent multipoles and induced dipoles induces a dipole, which itself then further polarizes all other sites. Induced interaction scaling between bonded atoms is performed as per permanent interactions, and AMOEBA additionally makes use of 'polarization groups' for screening induced interactions. 41 The permanent atomic multipoles of atoms within the same polarization group do not mutually polarize one another, but interactions between induced point dipoles are evaluated between all atoms. Polarization groups are loosely defined as subgroups of atoms with some element of conformational rigidity. Within a group there is therefore an element of conformational independence in the contributions of group permanent multipoles to induction, meaning that these intra-group contributions may be ignored. Intra-group polarization is therefore taken into account statically in the magnitudes of the permanent atomic multipoles themselves. This often, but not exclusively, means that polarization groups correspond to chemical functional groups.
The derivation of electrostatic parameters for new molecules in the AMOEBA force field is therefore more complex than the analogous process for GAFF, which can either use a charge fitting scheme based on a semi-empirical quantum mechanical calculation with bond-charge corrections (AM1-BCC) 44 or a restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) fit. 45 Indeed, the GAFF parameterization process has long been fully automated via the antechamber software, used in the SAMPL4 submission. 14, 46, 47 During their SAMPL4 submission using the AMOEBA force field, 39 Manzoni and Söderhjelm made use of the automated Poltype software of Ren and coworkers to generate AMOEBA parameters. 38 However, in the case of anthraquinone molecules problems were identified with dihedral parameters assigned by Poltype that led to incorrect, non-planar, geometries. As a result we use a revised set of Poltype-generated parameters, with corrections to some valence term assignments, as a starting point for a stepwise series of further modifications to small molecule parameterization.
Methods

Dataset
The SAMPL4 HFE dataset consists of 47 neutral organic compounds, hereafter referred to as solutes. The structures of all compounds are shown in supplementary table S2. The full dataset may be decomposed into five subsets according to solute type: 1) Linear or branched functionalized alkanes and alkenes (n = 10), 2) Substituted benzenes and derivatives (n = 13), 3)
Cycloalkanes/enes and derivatives (n = 10), 4) Anthracenes, polyaromatics and derivatives (n = 8) and 5) Polyfunctional compounds and others (n = 6). Solutes assigned to each group can be found in supplementary table S3 .
Parameterization protocols
A summary of a standard protocol for adding small molecule parameters to AMOEBA, as used by the Poltype software, is depicted in figure 1 . Briefly, multipole parameters are derived from a geometry-optimized QM structure via a distributed multipole analysis (DMA) 48, 49 and then further fitted to recreate the molecular electrostatic potential (ESP) calculated with a larger QM basis set. van der Waals (vdW) and valence parameters are assigned based on similarity to existing atom types. Bond and angle geometries are extracted from the geometry-optimized structure used for multipole parameter generation above. Dihedral parameters are first assigned based on atom type similarity within a database of existing torsions, followed by fitting of an up-to 3-term Fourier series to a QM-derived torsional scanning energy profile if no suitable existing parameters are found.
Modifications to the above general protocol were split into two main aims. First, we investigated the potential for further improvement of parameters generated by Poltype with two additions to the standard protocol: 
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A seventh set of simulations using the GAFF fixed-charge force field for solute parameters was also performed for comparison purposes. A summary of the conditions for all seven protocols is given in table 1. For the sake of brevity precise details of all parameterization methods are provided in supplementary text S1. 
Simulation protocol
Alchemical hydration free energy calculations were split into three legs according to the thermodynamic cycle of figure 2. The overall HFE for each solute was then calculated according to equation 2:
where ∆ previously been shown to be appropriate for HFE simulations of this type. 50 Production simulations were then performed at each λ window for a total of 2 ns in the NPT ensemble. The first 200 ps of each trajectory were discarded as equilibration, and the remaining 1.8 ns used for analysis.
A Langevin thermostat [54] [55] [56] and Berendsen barostat 57 (excluding constant volume simulations)
were used to maintain temperature at 300 K and pressure at 1 atm respectively in all simulations.
A velocity Verlet integrator with 1 fs timestep was used throughout. vdW interactions were subject to a 9 Å cutoff with an analytical long-range correction. Long-range electrostatic interactions were treated with a Particle Mesh Ewald summation with an 8 Å real-space cutoff. 58 During propagation of dynamics, induced dipole convergence was set to 10 -2 D/atom. Simulation snapshots were then reanalyzed using a tighter convergence criterion of 10 -5 D/atom during free energy calculations. 50 All simulations were performed in triplicate. Repeat simulations used different random seeds for the Langevin thermostat to ensure independence of trajectories. 59 Gas phase discharging simulations used 11 equally spaced λ windows between λ = 1.0 and λ = 0.0. The QM geometry optimized solute structure was used as the input for all windows.
Production simulations were then performed for a total of 200 ps using a stochastic integrator with a 0.1 fs timestep and temperature maintained at 300 K. All non-bonded interactions were explicitly evaluated through the use of an effectively infinite cutoff. Induced dipoles were converged to 10 -6 D/atom during both simulations and free energy analyses. Simulations were performed in triplicate and the first 20 ps of each simulation was discarded as equilibration.
For simulations with the GAFF force field (set 7, table 1) gas phase simulations were performed with the sander program and condensed phase with the pmemd program, both of Amber 14. Solvated systems were first prepared by soaking the solute in a box of TIP3P 60 water molecules such that no solute atom was less than 10.2 Å from the edge of the box, resulting in similar box edges to those used in the AMOEBA simulations (30 Å). Systems were energy minimized for 1000 steps with a steepest descent algorithm and 1500 steps with a conjugate gradient algorithm, heated to 300 K over 50 ps under NVT conditions and equilibrated to 1 atm over 100 ps under NPT conditions. The final equilibrated structure of each system was used as input for production simulations at all λ windows. Identical λ spacing was used for GAFF simulations as for AMOEBA simulations. Production simulations were run for 2 ns in the NPT ensemble at each window, and the first 200 ps of each simulation discarded as equilibration.
All simulations again used a Langevin thermostat and Berendsen barostat (excluding constant volume simulations) to maintain temperature at 300 K and pressure at 1 atm. A 1 fs timestep was used throughout, and the SHAKE algorithm used to constrain all bonds involving hydrogen. 61 vdW interactions were subject to a 8 Å cutoff with an analytical long-range correction and long-range electrostatic interactions were treated with a Particle Mesh Ewald summation with an 8 Å real-space cutoff. 62 Simulations were performed in triplicate.
Gas phase simulations with GAFF used identical λ spacing to those with AMOEBA, and the geometry optimized output structure from antechamber parameterization was used as the input for all production simulations. Production simulations were run for 2 ns at each window using a velocity Verlet integrator with 1 fs timestep and Langevin thermostat to maintain temperature at 300 K. All non-bonded interactions were again explicitly evaluated. Simulations were performed in triplicate and the first 200 ps of each trajectory discarded as equilibration.
Statistical analysis
Free energy differences between adjacent λ windows were calculated with the BAR methodology, 63 using an in-house script for AMOEBA outputs and the pymbar package 64 for GAFF outputs. For each solute the mean and standard deviation in HFE was taken across the three repeat simulations. For each parameter set the experimental and predicted HFEs were compared for all 47 solutes. The mean signed error (MSE), mean unsigned error (MUE), coefficient of determination (R 2 ) and Kendall's tau coefficient (τ) were calculated for all parameter sets. 95% confidence intervals (CI) for each metric were estimated via bootstrapping of the underlying dataset with replacement. A total of 10 000 resamples were performed for each metric.
As recognized during the SAMPL4 challenge, testing for statistical significance between HFE results with different but related methodologies is non-trivial. 14 
Results and discussion
Improvement of Poltype parameters
The performance of the AMOEBA force field in the SAMPL4 HFE challenge indicated that improvements were likely possible in the parameterization process. As a reference point for judging the effects of these improvements, parameter set 1 first evaluated solute parameters generated by Poltype, with minor changes to valence parameters to remove clear errors for some members of the SAMPL4 dataset. In particular these changes ensured correct geometries of the anthraquinones, aldehydes, ketones in rings and nitro groups; full details are given in supplementary text S1. Comparison of predicted and experimental HFEs is shown in figure 3 and overall results in comparison with other parameter sets are shown in table 2. conformations of the aliphatic chain of the substituent. However, we do not expect these observed sampling differences to negatively impact the accuracy of HFE estimates; in fact, they serve to highlight the necessity of performing multiple independent simulations when evaluating free energy calculations.
Discrepancies between our results and those submitted during SAMPL4 are likely to be caused by minor differences in simulation protocol -namely the slightly longer simulation lengths used here, the additional parameters for aldehydes, ketones and nitro groups (Manzoni and Söderhjelm also added high barriers to dihedrals in anthraquinone rings) and our use of 15˚ intervals for torsional scanning rather than the 30˚ intervals used previously. Nevertheless, the AMOEBA results with parameter set 1 remain broadly comparable with those reported previously and provide a starting point for further improvements to parameterization.
Within the AMOEBA force field, intramolecular polarization is by definition sensitive to the choice of polarization group. Upon inspection of set 1 parameters it was noted that definition of these groups was overly conservative in the case of substituted benzene solutes. Figure 4 illustrates an example of the polarization groups chosen by Poltype and an alternative manually chosen arrangement consistent with the AMOEBA protein force fields. This shows the effect that choice of polarization group can have on intramolecular interactions. The single polarization group assigned in Figure 4a was typical of the groups automatically assigned by Poltype to the substituted benzene solutes. Therefore, set 2 parameters evaluated the effects of manually assigning polarization groups for the substituted benzenes (groups detailed in table S2). The use of polarization groups in the AMOEBA force field avoids the potential for errors arising from the large direct induction effects between atomic multipoles on bonded atoms, while maintaining accuracy in recreating the molecular electrostatic potential, as detailed by Ren and
Ponder. 41 As stated above, polarization groups are loosely defined as groups with limited conformational flexibility, such that the neglected intra-group induction effects should be small and conformation independent.
The automatic definition of polarization groups for any new molecule is highly desirable from the point of view of developing automated parameterization protocols such as Poltype. However, the difficulty in creating rules to do so is highlighted by this study. Within Poltype, polarization groups are defined by splitting molecules between rotatable bonds, as defined by molecular descriptors in the OpenBabel toolkit. 38, 65 However, to avoid creating single-atom groups (for example the central oxygen in an ether, for which both C-O bonds are defined as rotatable),
Poltype also defines rotatable bonds that should not be split, using SMARTS strings to define the chemical space matching these desired bonds. These manual definitions do not cover all possible chemical space encountered, and may sometimes result in groups that are too broad or too narrow for new molecules, as demonstrated here. We believe this to be an inherent difficulty that would be faced in any attempt to automatically assign polarization groups for the AMOEBA force field. Nevertheless, it should be noted that coverage of chemical space and adjustment of atom typing rules is a problem equally faced by automatic parameterization protocols for pairwise-additive force fields. A further limitation of the Poltype parameterization is the single conformation used in fitting of atomic multipoles to QM ESP. Use of multiple conformations in a fitting process is well known to improve electrostatic parameter assignment (for example fitting of partial charges), with associated improvements in representation of intra-and intermolecular interactions during simulation. 21, [67] [68] [69] [70] For remaining parameter sets we therefore make use of a manual parameterization of atomic multipoles using a multi-conformational ESP fit, as well as a manual choice of polarization groups for all solutes.
47,66
Improvement of manual parameterization
Parameter set 3 made use of a multi-conformational fit procedure for solute atomic multipoles and manual choice of solute polarization groups. The protocol for choosing solute conformations for fitting, as well as the assigned polarization groups, can be found in supplementary text S1 and table S2 respectively. Valence and vdW parameters were transferred from those of set 2.
Overall the use of a multi-conformational fit led to a slight improvement in MUE, R 2 and
Kendall τ coefficient over the results of set 2, with no clear difference in the MSE metric. This suggests a reduction in the magnitude of random errors in predictions, or alternatively an improvement in the robustness of parameters to differences in sampling. To evaluate this robustness we investigated how well the assigned AMOEBA solute parameters could recreate the QM ESP of a variety of solute conformations against which they were not parameterized. In theory a multi-conformational fit generates atomic multipoles that suitably describe the molecular ESP around multiple solute conformations, and so, on average, are more robust to changes in molecular conformation than those generated from a single ESP fit.
21,31,69
We tested this hypothesis using the subgroup of substituted benzene solutes as an example dataset, but excluding solutes 28 and 35, for which only a single conformation was determined to be relevant for parameterization (supplementary text S1). Only the substituted benzene solutes used identical polarization groups in set 2 and set 3. Therefore, this directly evaluated the effects of the multi-conformational ESP fit compared to set 2, rather than a combination of ESP fitting and polarization group changes. For each of the substituted benzenes, fifty solute-only structural snapshots were extracted from a single 'fully-on' (λ = 1.0) trajectory of the molecule in solvent.
Each snapshot was geometry optimized and subject to a single point QM ESP calculation using the same level of theory as that used in parameterization (HF/6-31G* and MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) respectively). AMOEBA and QM ESP for each structure are compared in figure 6 . indicating that the parameters generated with a multi-conformational fit far better recreate QM ESP for realistic solute conformations visited during trajectories. While the solute structures evaluated were extracted from independent simulations using different parameter sets, the better agreement for parameter set 3 is not simply due to differences in sampling, as snapshots evaluated for both sets exhibit a similar range of RMSD values (supplementary figure S6 ) when compared to the initial solute structure used in parameterization.
We consider it likely that an improvement in representing molecular ESP would feed through to improved energetics of intermolecular interactions, and hence improved free energy of hydration estimates for these ligands. This explains the moderate improvements in MUE, R 2 and
Kendall τ observed for set 3 compared to set 2.
Parameter set 4 evaluated the effect of fitting solute atomic multipoles to a QM ESP calculated with a larger basis set. In previous AMOEBA HFE studies and the latest AMOEBA force field for proteins, parameters have been fitted to QM ESP calculated using the Dunning-type aug-cc-pVTZ basis set rather than the Pople 6-311++G(2d,2p) set used for parameter sets 1-3. 31,50 AMOEBA parameterization protocols have recommended the use of aug-cc-pVTZ for molecules where this is computationally feasible (< 50 atoms), 21 although a detailed understanding of the effect of basis set has been limited by the size of previous studies.
Results obtained with parameter set 4 are shown in table 2. In general, set 4 metrics showed little difference to set 3, suggesting that any improvements arising from use of a larger basis set are by no means generalizable across the whole SAMPL4 dataset. The largest difference between sets 3 and 4 is in MSE (1.01 and 1.22 kcal mol -1 respectively). This small increase in signed error, corresponding to slightly more positive HFE estimates, is consistent with a previous evaluation of basis set fitting but effects beyond signed error are clearly minor. 50 At this stage in parameter optimization solute electrostatic parameters were considered optimized within the confines of the standard AMOEBA parameterization protocol outlined in figure 1 . Other parameters involved in intermolecular interactions, such as vdW radii or atomic polarizabilities, are defined in AMOEBA by atom type. Reoptimizing and validating parameters for specific atom types is a task requiring extensive computational effort and comparison with both gas phase QM and bulk phase experimental data, and would not normally be attempted on a compound-by-compound basis.
Nevertheless, the lack of significant improvement in results when changing the basis set used for parameterization may suggest a plateau in the quality of solute electrostatic parameters when considered in isolation. Simultaneous reoptimization of all nonbonded parameters may be necessary to further improve agreement with experiment. 71 The vdW parameters used here have been parameterized based on dimer interaction energies calculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level and bulk phase simulations of simple organic molecules, 16, 21 but could feasibly require some reoptimization for the specific molecular interactions under study here. The use of automated parameter fitting methodologies such as ForceBalance 72 facilitates this type of simultaneous parameter refinement, but as stated above, it remains a challenging and expensive task on a solute-by-solute basis.
Therefore, parameter set 5 moved beyond reparameterization of the solute and instead used an alternative solvent model for HFE simulations. The recent AMOEBA wat14 model was developed making use of the ForceBalance methodology to simultaneously fit multiple parameters to a variety of experimental and QM target data. 72, 73 During parameterization it was found to better recreate a number of experimental water properties, including thermodynamic properties such as enthalpy of vaporization, than the previously used AMOEBA wat03 model. 32 Simulations with parameter set 5 were therefore performed identically to those of set 4, except using the wat14 model for solvent parameters. Solute parameters were taken directly from set 4.
Results with the wat14 model, summarized in table 2, showed a small reduction in τ, small improvements in MUE and R 2 , and a large improvement in MSE over those calculated with the wat03 model. This suggests the wat03 model systematically underestimates HFE for this dataset, while wat14 goes some way to overcoming this. The underestimation of HFE with wat03 observed here goes beyond that observed in SAMPL2, where a MSE of 0.446 kcal mol -1 was reported across 30 small molecules, 16 but is consistent with other previous trends of positive signed errors in HFE estimates. 9, 74 In addition the more negative HFE seen with wat14 is consistent with results observed for monovalent ion HFE in the original wat14 paper. 32 The simulations performed here are the first broader study of wat14 HFE and suggest that its improved performance in recreating water properties also leads to improved representation of intermolecular interactions and accompanying experimental metrics such as HFE.
A further systematic error suggested by previous AMOEBA HFE studies has been the overestimation of interaction energies for aliphatic hydroxyl groups. Atomic quadrupoles in the 2003 AMOEBA water model were scaled to 0.73 of their original value in order to better recreate interaction dimer structures and energetics, 42 and a scaling value of 0.6 for all aliphatic hydroxyl groups was suggested in the HFE study of Shi and coworkers, albeit only tested on two aliphatic alcohols. 50 Empirical scaling of polarizability parameters has also been suggested for other polarizable force fields to account for difference in molecular polarizability between the condensed phase and gas phase. 75, 76 Parameter set 6 investigated the effect of scaling quadrupoles of hydroxyl atoms in aliphatic alcohol groups by 0.6, in accordance with the empirical recommendations of Shi et al. This affected 7 of the 47 solutes, detailed in supplementary text S1. All other parameters used were identical to those of set 5.
Overall results from parameter set 6 (table 2) showed a further small decrease in MUE and small increase in MSE over set 5. These changes are consistent with the reduction of an overestimation of HFE for aliphatic alcohol groups -by making alcohol HFE less negative the mean signed error of the dataset becomes more positive whilst the mean unsigned error is reduced in magnitude. This reinforces the validity of the hydroxyl group scaling first suggested by Shi et al. and perhaps reveals the potential for further improvements in AMOEBA HFE prediction through empirical scaling of parameters for additional functional groups, similar to that proposed in alternative force fields. 75, 76 However, as with other reparameterizations of specific atom types discussed earlier, the validation of such empirical scaling factors would require both extensive comparison with experimental properties and data, and a dataset large enough to ensure statistical confidence in the findings. As demonstrated when comparing results for the substituted benzene subgroup above, if observed differences are subtle, ensuring significance will require a larger dataset than the SAMPL4 compounds tested here.
Parameter set 6 included the cumulative effects of all modifications tested here and can therefore be considered an optimum set of AMOEBA parameters for the SAMPL4 solute set, within the confines of the protocol of figure 1. Comparison to a pairwise-additive, fixed-point-charge force field was carried out with parameter set 7, which made use of the GAFF force field for solute valence parameters, AM1-BCC solute charges and the TIP3P water model.
During the SAMPL4 challenge GAFF/AM1-BCC was amongst the best performing submissions. 14 Results with parameter set 7 are almost identical to those published during the SAMPL4 challenge, and exhibited the lowest errors and highest correlation of the parameterization protocols tested here (table 2) .
Statistical comparison
Comparison of results between all parameter sets is shown in figure 7 . Over 40 submissions of HFE predictions, carried out with various methodologies, were made to the SAMPL4 challenge.
Results of a large number of the submissions were found to be statistically indistinguishable -that is, despite apparent differences in performance, error distributions no longer showed statistically significant differences. 14 We performed similar comparisons in this study to answer two main questions. First, do the cumulative effects of AMOEBA parameterization changes from set 1 to set 6 result in a statistically significant improvement in overall performance? Second, is the observed difference between the GAFF fixed-point-charge force field (set 7) and the optimum AMOEBA parameters (set 6) statistically significant? A lack of significant difference between parameter sets for the dataset as a whole may hide significant changes in predictions for individual solutes. We therefore performed a one-way ANOVA test for each solute across HFE results with the AMOEBA parameter sets 1-6. For each molecule this evaluated whether at least one of the parameter sets was different from any other.
Resulting p values are available in supplementary table S4. Almost every solute showed a significant difference in at least one of the parameter sets, with only solutes 16, 25, 35, 38, 45, 47 having statistically indistinguishable predictions across all six parameter sets. These were predominantly amongst the more hydrophobic, conformationally rigid molecules in the dataset, so it is perhaps unsurprising that parameterization changes focusing on treatment of polarization and of conformational changes did not result in significant differences in HFE for these molecules. Solute 25, 1,3-bis-(nitrooxy)butane, was not amongst the most hydrophobic compounds, but instead showed one of the largest variances between simulation repeats, suggesting that sampling variations during simulations led to the statistical equivalence of results for this molecule.
Results for individual solutes were further compared pairwise across parameter sets by means of a Tukey HSD test. This is a post-hoc analysis, carried out following an ANOVA performed across all 7 parameter sets, which more robustly compares means of multiple samples than pairwise Student's t-tests. 77 A summary of these comparisons is available in supplementary figure S5 , while results for all 47 solutes are available as an online dataset. 78 Despite cumulative parameter improvements, the majority of solutes (37/47) show significant differences between GAFF results and the final AMOEBA parameter set 6. We note, however, that a simple statistically significant difference between solutes provides no information on which parameter set shows a better agreement with experiment, nor on performance of a parameter set as a whole -indeed, as shown above, the overlap of error distributions between AMOEBA and GAFF means that results cannot be considered different as a whole. Inconsistencies between the two analyses, as observed here, serve to reiterate the importance of using large and diverse datasets when evaluating methodologies. as Poltype can quickly assign a valid set of initial parameters, manual intervention should be used to refine these and ensure their suitability for the desired system. Here, parameter sets 1 and 2, which respectively cumulatively improve solute dihedral and polarization group assignment,
Conclusions
show lower MSE and MUE than the original SAMPL4 submission of Manzoni and Söderhjelm, despite similar simulation methods. 39 The assignment of polarization group in particular is non-trivial to automate. We would expect other parameters that may be assigned automatically using molecular symmetry, for example reference frames for atomic multipoles, to also occasionally require manual improvement and careful assignment. 69 However, no specific misassignments were identified in this regard for the molecules tested here.
Second, where relevant, multipole parameters should be refined using a multiconformational fitting procedure in the TINKER POTENTIAL program. Parameter set 3 improved error and correlation metrics over the single fit procedures. Choice of which relevant conformations to include may clearly affect parameters for individual solutes, and the standardized protocol we use here (Supplementary text S1) may be sub-optimal, particularly for the larger, more conformationally diverse molecules. Nevertheless, multiconformational parameterization can exhibit clear improvements and is in accordance with the philosophy of the broader AMOEBA protein force field.
Third, in calculations of the QM molecular ESP around conformations used for multipole fitting, basis set size does not seem to have a large effect on the agreement of HFE with experiment. Although a previous AMOEBA HFE study recommended the use of aug-cc-pVTZ or larger, the effect size was small (0.23 kcal mol -1 improvement in MUE) and dataset limited (n = 7). 50 Our results, from parameter set 4, are in general agreement with those published, in that any effects are small, but the larger dataset used here suggests that benefits of a basis set beyond 6-311++G(2d,2p) will likely be molecule-dependent, and further investigation with a far larger dataset would be required to identify statistically significant differences for such a small effect size.
Fourth, the recent AMOEBA 2014 water model used in parameter set 5 does improve HFE estimates for small molecules, particularly via a large, statistically significant reduction in MSE.
To our knowledge this is the first broad study of the effects of the 2014 water model on small molecule solvation, and suggests the elimination of a systematic underestimation of HFE by the previous AMOEBA water model.
Fifth, the empirical scaling of quadrupole parameters on aliphatic hydroxyl groups (parameter set 6) also slightly improves agreement of the overall dataset with experiment, and validates the previous proposals in this regard from HFE studies and in the derivation of the original AMOEBA water model. 42, 50 It is possible that further empirical modifications to specific functional group parameters may continue to improve agreement. However, robust validation of these empirical adjustments would require the investigation of a much larger dataset of small molecules, with multiple well-defined members of each functional group class. Although such studies have become commonplace for fixed-charge force fields, the AMOEBA force field has been restricted to smaller datasets and blind challenges such as the SAMPL set evaluated here because of its computational cost.
Finally, the cumulative effect of the parameterization improvements identified herein has resulted in a set of AMOEBA HFE results whose error distributions are not statistically distinguishable from those of GAFF. While our aim in this study has not been to compare a polarizable and non-polarizable force field directly, it is encouraging that our findings are consistent with those of the SAMPL4 challenge, i.e. that a large number of methodologies converged upon a set of statistically indistinguishable HFE results. 14 In addition, the continuing development of the AMOEBA potential, particularly the incorporation of experimental and theoretical properties as explicit targets for systematic parameter fitting, 32, 73, [79] [80] [81] may result in further improvements in basic thermodynamic metrics such as HFE. Examining the performance of polarizable force fields for a wide variety of applications remains a challenging prospect.
Further systematic studies, such as that presented here, will aid the maturation of polarizable force fields and encourage the expansion of their uptake, in line with the long development process of pairwise additive force fields in recent decades.
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